Eurogomma produce pannelli elastici in poliuretano
per vagli flip-flop e flip-flow come LIWELL,
TRISOMAT e Bivitec
Eurogomma produce mallas en poliuretano para
cribas flip-flop y flip-flow LIWELL, TRISOMAT y
Bivitec
Eurogomma produit toiles en polyuréthane pour
cribles flip-flop et flip-flow LIWELL , TRISOMAT et
Bivitec
Eurogomma produziert Kunstoff Siebmatten für
Siebung flip-flop und flip-flow LIWELL,TRISOMAT
und Bivitec.

フリップ・フロップ型スクリーン

Flip-flow polyurethane screen mats

EUROGOMMA manufactures polyurethane screen mats fitting every flip-flow or flip-flop screen deck.

All our screens are custom designed, made and perforated to respect all requirements of our customers.
No difference from OEM parts related to shape, dimensions and structure will happen if not specifically requested.
The use of premier quality polyurethane – Elasturan 6020 – owning excellent wear resistance, chemical resistance and
mechanical properties permit our screen mats to offer long life and excellent screening performances.
Our flip flop screen panels are
extensively utilised in the
World material handling
industry.
Our flip flow screen mats
achieve excellent performances
when screening sticky and
bladed materials like Coke,
Coal, Clay, Limestone,
Dolomite, Flux, Basalt, Granite,
Glass bits, House Waste, Wood,
etc.
The reputation and quality of
our polyurethane screen mats
permit us to cooperate with
several machine
manufacturers.
These collaborations give us
the opportunity to constantly
face new challenges in the
worst screening situations.
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The solution of every problem has created that experience that has undoubtedly made EUROGOMMA one of the
World best Manufacturers.

Our flip flop polyurethane screen panels are
designed and made to fit both bolting and
clamping applications

Bolting

Clamping

EUROGOMMA is a manufacturer of flip flop screen panels, flip flop screens, flip flop screen mats, flip flop screening, flip flow screen panels,
flip flow screens, flip flow screen mats, flip flow screening, screening mat, screen mats, screening mats, screen mesh, screening mesh,
screen meshes, screening meshes, screen cloth, screening cloth, screen cloths, screening cloths, screen deck, screening deck, screen
decks, screening decks, screen surface, screening surface, screen surfaces, screening surfaces, screen, screens.
Our screen mats can be installed in Liwell ®*, Trisomat ®* screening machines.
Our screen panels are available with clamping system as well where a wedge acts like a Binder for the screen panels.
* Any use of OEM names, trademarks, model no., part no., or serial no. is for reference only. EUROGOMMA is not a distributor or
agent affiliated in any way with the referenced OEM.
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